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Fix a totally real number ﬁeld F of degree at least 2. Under the
assumptions of the generalized Riemann hypothesis and Artin’s
conjecture on the entirety of Artin L-functions, we derive an upper
bound (in terms of the discriminant) on the class number of any
CM number ﬁeld with maximal real subﬁeld F . This bound is
a reﬁnement of a bound established by Duke in 2001. Under the
same hypotheses, we go on to prove that there exist inﬁnitely
many CM-extensions of F whose class numbers essentially meet
this improved bound and whose Galois groups are as large as
possible.
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1. Introduction
Questions about the maximal size of the class numbers go back at least to Gauss, who conjectured
that as d → −∞ through fundamental discriminants one should have that the class number h of
Q(
√
d ) tends to inﬁnity. Siegel obtained a proof of this result by establishing that h > c1()|d| 12− for
all  > 0. This lower bound on h is almost the best possible, for a classical result of Landau tells us
that we have the inequality
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(|d|)n−1 (1)
for the class number h of any number ﬁeld of discriminant d and degree n over Q. To show that
the upper bound (1) is essentially sharp, Ankeny, Brauer and Chowla succeeded in proving what can
be viewed as a generalization of Siegel’s result. Their theorem states that for any  > 0 there are
inﬁnitely many number ﬁelds of any ﬁxed signature and degree whose class numbers satisfy
h > |d| 12− . (2)
While the upper bound (1) and the lower bound (2) are remarkably close, they are not of the same
order of magnitude as |d| tends to inﬁnity. However, if additional hypotheses are imposed upon the
ﬁelds in question, it is possible to improve both (1) and (2) in certain cases, thereby obtaining more
precise information about the maximal size of h.
For example, a technique due to Littlewood shows that, under the assumption of the generalized
Riemann hypothesis (GRH) for certain Dirichlet L-functions, the class number of a quadratic number
ﬁeld satisﬁes
h C1d1/2
d1/2 log logd
logd
. (3)
More generally, Duke has shown that for families of number ﬁelds in which the degree, signature and
Galois group are ﬁxed one can use GRH for the associated L-functions to deduce bounds of the form
h C2
|d|1/2(log log |d|)n−1
(log |d|)b (4)
in which the constants C2 and b 0 depend on the family under consideration (see Corollary 2). This
inequality provides a specialized improvement of Landau’s result (1), but of course is only hypothetical
as it requires the assumption of GRH.
A natural question to ask is whether or not the hypothetical bound (4) is actually sharp. That is, do
there exist ﬁelds in any such family with arbitrarily large discriminant whose class numbers satisfy
the reverse of inequality (4), up to the constant C1? Montgomery and Weinberger [5] showed that
this is indeed the case for the family of real quadratic ﬁelds, Duke [3] established the analogous result
for abelian cubic number ﬁelds, and the author [1] proved a similar result in the non-abelian cubic
setting. It should be noted that while (4) is conditional on GRH, these results on its sharpness are
actually unconditional. On the other hand, under GRH Duke [2] was able show sharpness for a large
collection of families of arbitrary degree.
This body of evidence suggests that we might conjecture that the answer to the question posed
above is always “yes.” It is the purpose of this note to show that this is in fact not the case. Our ﬁrst
main result, Proposition 3, shows that for families of CM number ﬁelds, the bound (4) is never sharp
in the sense described earlier, again under the assumption of GRH. However, in the course of the
proof we will be led to a natural reformulation of (4) for families of CM ﬁelds, in which we hold the
maximal totally real subﬁeld ﬁxed. After deriving upper bounds on the class number in this setting,
we prove in our second main result (Theorem 1) that this revised estimate is, in a certain sense, the
best possible.
2. Class numbers and GRH
If K is a number ﬁeld of degree n over Q with Galois closure K̂ , and we let G = G(K̂/Q), then
the action of G(K̂/Q) on the cosets of H = G(K̂/K ) gives rise to an embedding ι :G(K̂/Q) ↪→ Sn .
As in [3], given a transitive subgroup G ⊂ Sn we let K(G) denote the set of all number ﬁelds K of
degree n that have an ordering of their cosets so that the image of ι is exactly G . Given a conjugacy
class C of G we let KC(G) denote the subset of K(G) consisting of ﬁelds for which the image of
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conjecture) and satisfy GRH, Duke noted [3] that one can obtain a uniform upper bound for the class
numbers of ﬁelds belonging to KC (G) in terms of their discriminants. For the convenience of the
reader, we include the details below.
The embedding ι :G(K/Q) ↪→ Sn gives rise to an n-dimensional representation K of the Galois
group which decomposes as K = 1 ⊕ πK , for a certain representation πK of dimension n − 1 that
is free from trivial components. While K and πK will depend on ι, their characters ψK and χK ,
respectively, do not. It is well known that the Artin L-function associated to ψK is precisely ζK (s) and
functoriality of L-functions then gives ζK (s) = ζ(s)L(s,χK ). The class number formula then tells us
that the class number h of K is given by
h = w|d|
1/2L(1,χK )
2r1(2π)r2 R
(5)
where R is the regulator of K , d is its discriminant, and (r1, r2) its signature, and w is the number of
roots of unity contained in K .
The constants w , r1 and r2 are bounded for ﬁxed n, so we ﬁnd that for K ∈ KC (G) the class
number depends, essentially, only on d, L(1,χK ) and R . In order to get an upper bound on h in terms
of d alone we need to bound R and L(1,χK ) in terms of d. A general bound for R was given by
Silverman [7]:
R 	 (log |d|)r(K )−ρ(K ) (6)
where r(K ) is the rank of the unit group of K and ρ(K ) denotes the maximum rank of the unit group
of any proper subﬁeld of K . To bound L(1,χK ) we begin with the following result, which is proven
as Proposition 5 of [2].
Proposition 1. Let L(s,χ) be an entire Artin L-function that satisﬁes GRH, where χ has degree n and conduc-
tor N. Then
log L(1,χ) =
∑
p(logN)1/2
χ(p)p−1 + On(1). (7)
Here
χ(p) = 1|I p|
∑
ι∈I p
χ(σpι)
where I p is the inertia group and σp is the Frobenius of any of the primes over p.
Since χK has conductor |d| and satisﬁes χK (p) n − 1, one can immediately use this proposition
to deduce an upper bound for L(1,χK ). However, we will later require a slightly more specialized
bound that takes in to account the presence of subﬁelds of K . This we deduce from the next group
theoretic lemma.
Lemma 1. Let K/F be number ﬁelds. For any σ ∈ G(K̂/Q) we have
ψK (σ ) [K : F ]ψF (σ | F̂ ).
Proof. As above, let n = [K :Q], G = G(K̂/Q) and H = G(K̂/K ). Choose and ordering of the cosets of H
in G and let ιK :G → Sn be the associated embedding. If we let f denote the function that returns
the number of ﬁxed points of a permutation, then it is clear that ψK = f ◦ ιK . Setting m = [F :Q],
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from the action of G/ J on the cosets of I/ J .
Let σ ∈ G . The ﬁxed points of ιK (σ ) correspond to those cosets ρH for which σρH = ρH . Given
such a coset, since H ⊆ I , we ﬁnd that ρH ⊂ ρ I ∩ σρ I , which implies that ρ I = σρ I . But implies
that (σρ J )(I/ J ) = (ρ J )(I/ J ), i.e. (ρ J )(I/ J ) corresponds to a ﬁxed point of ιF (σ J ). The assignment
ρH → (ρ J )(I/ J ) therefore gives a map from the ﬁxed points of ιK (σ ) to those of ιF (σ J ) that is at
most [H : I]-to-one. Since [H : I] = [K : F ] we see that
ψK (σ ) = f
(
ιK (σ )
)
 [K : F ] f (ιF (σ J ))= [K : F ]ψF (σ | F̂ ) (8)
as claimed. 
Corollary 1. Let K/F be number ﬁelds. For any σ ∈ G(K̂/Q) we have
χK (σ ) [K : F ]ψF (σ | F̂ ) − 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from the lemma since χK (σ ) = ψK (σ ) − 1. 
We can now deduce the bound we will need for L(1,χK ).
Proposition 2. Let K/F be number ﬁelds with n = [K :Q], d = disc K . If L(s,χK ) is entire and satisﬁes GRH,
then
L(1,χK ) n,F
(
log log |d|)[K :F ]−1+o(1) (9)
as |d| → ∞. If F = Q the o(1) term may be omitted.
Proof. According to Proposition 1 we have
log L(1,χK ) =
∑
p(log |d|)1/2
χK (p)p
−1 + On(1). (10)
Since χK (p) n− 1 and
∑
px
p−1 = log log x+ O (1)
we are ﬁnished in the case that F = Q. Otherwise, given a rational prime p that is unramiﬁed in F ,
let σp ∈ G( F̂/Q) denote its Frobenius. If we let C denote an arbitrary conjugacy class in G( F̂/Q) then
for any x> 0 we have
∑
px
χK (p)p
−1 =
∑
C
∑
px
σp∈C
χK (p)p
−1 + O F ,n(1), (11)
the error term arising from those primes that ramify in F . By Corollary 1
χK (p) [K : F ]ψF (σp) − 1.
Since ψF is constant on each conjugacy class, we can write ψF (σp) = sC for σp ∈ C and so
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C
∑
px
σp∈C
χK (p)p
−1  [K : F ]
∑
C
sC
∑
px
σp∈C
p−1 −
∑
C
∑
px
σp∈C
p−1 (12)
= [K : F ]
∑
C
sC
∑
px
σp∈C
p−1 − log log x+ O F (1). (13)
The Cˇebotarev Density Theorem tells us that for each C
lim
x→∞
∑
px, σp∈C p
−1∑
px p−1
= |C ||G( F̂/Q)| .
Therefore
∑
px
σp∈C
p−1 =
( |C |
|G( F̂/Q)| + o(1)
)∑
px
p−1
=
( |C |
|G( F̂/Q)| + o(1)
)
log log x+ O F (1)
as x→ ∞. Substituting this into (12) and (13), and the resulting expression into (11) we end up with
∑
px
χK (p)p
−1 
( [K : F ]
|G( F̂/Q)|
∑
C
sC |C | − 1+ o(1)
)
log log x+ O F ,n(1). (14)
Since ∑
C
sC |C | =
∣∣G( F̂/Q)∣∣
we arrive at the conclusion. 
Taking F = Q in Proposition 2, the regulator estimate (6) and Eq. (5) now immediately imply the
following.
Corollary 2. Let G be a subgroup of Sn, C be a conjugacy class in G , K ∈ KC(G) and mC(G) = r(K ) − ρ(K ).
If L(s,χK ) is entire and satisﬁes GRH then
h n |d|1/2 (log log |d|)
n−1
(log |d|)mC(G) . (15)
3. CM number ﬁelds
It has been shown that when G = S2 or G ⊆ S3 the bound (15) of Corollary 2 is sharp [1–5]; this
is also the case when G = Sn and K is totally real (C = {(1)}), under the additional assumption of
GRH [2]. There is one general situation, however, in which the bound cannot be sharp, at least if we
are still willing to accept the truth of the GRH. This is the case when the members of KC(G) are all
CM ﬁelds.
A CM ﬁeld is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real ﬁeld. One can easily formulate
conditions on G that will guarantee that KC(G) contains only CM ﬁelds, and we leave this to the
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CM ﬁeld, it and its maximal totally real subﬁeld essentially have the same regulator, and as we will
see in the next proposition, this creates an obstruction to meeting the bound (15).
Proposition 3. If n  4 and the family KC(G) contains only CM ﬁelds then the bound (15) is not sharp in
the following sense. For any ﬁxed c > 0 there are only ﬁnitely many K ∈ KC(G) such that L(s,χK ) is entire,
satisﬁes GRH and
h c|d|1/2(log log |d|)n−1. (16)
Proof. Let K ∈ KC(G) be a CM ﬁeld with maximal real subﬁeld F . The regulators of K and F are re-
lated by Reg(K ) = c0(K , F )Reg(F ), where c0(K , F ) is a power of two bounded by 2r1+r2−1. Therefore,
if L(s,χK ) is entire and satisﬁes GRH, and h satisﬁes (16), the class number formula combined with
Corollary 2 tells us that both Reg(F ) and Reg(K ) are bounded (the bound will depend on n and c
only). This and the regulator bound (6) applied to the ﬁeld F imply that the discriminant of F is
bounded. However, there are only ﬁnitely number ﬁelds with bounded degree and discriminant, so
for ﬁxed n and c there are only ﬁnitely many choices for F .
Now assume that the set S of K as described in the statement of the proposition is inﬁnite. The
preceding paragraph implies that we may assume that all K ∈ S share a common nontrivial maximal
real subﬁeld F0. Setting F = F0 in Proposition 2 yields
L(1,χK ) n
(
log log |d|)1+o(1)
for K ∈ S . Since the regulator of K is bounded, the class number formula now gives
h n |d|1/2
(
log log |d|)1+o(1)
which contradicts (16) as |d| → ∞. 
We are then faced with the following questions. When KC(G) contains only CM ﬁelds, can we
improve (15)? If so, is there more than one way in which this can be done? Here we will address
only the ﬁrst of these questions. Our guiding inﬂuence will be the proof of Proposition 3, which
suggests that we work with families of CM number ﬁelds that share a common maximal totally real
base ﬁeld. To this end, ﬁx a positive integer m, a subgroup H of Sm and a ﬁeld F ∈ K(1)(H). Such an
F is a totally real number ﬁeld, and if K is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of F , then K is a
CM ﬁeld. The embedding of G( F̂/F ) into Sm extends to an embedding of G(K̂/K ) into (Z/2Z)m  Sm ,
whose image is contained in (Z/2Z)m  H. Given a subgroup G of (Z/2Z)m  H we let KF (H,G)
denote the set of totally imaginary number ﬁelds K satisfying K ∩ R = F ∈ K(1)(H), [K : F ] = 2, and
whose associated embedding of G(K̂/K ) has image G .
The proof of Proposition 3 shows that if K ∈ KF (H,G) and L(s,χK ) is entire and satisﬁes GRH
then
h F |d|1/2
(
log log |d|)1+o(1). (17)
Under the same hypotheses, and with the additional assumption that G = (Z/2Z)m  H, the next
result shows that the exponent occurring in (17) is asymptotically the best possible.
Theorem 1. Let m ∈ Z+ , H Sm, F ∈ K(1)(H) and G = (Z/2Z)m  H. Suppose that L(s,χK ) is entire and
satisﬁes GRH for each K ∈ KF (H,G). Then there is a constant cF > 0 such that there exist K ∈ KF (H,G)with
arbitrarily large discriminants whose class numbers satisfy
h cF |d|1/2
(
log log |d|)1+o(1).
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with which to work, and to prove a few lemmas about them. To that end, ﬁx m, H, G and F as
in the hypotheses of the theorem. Choose an algebraic integer α so that F = Q(α) and for t ∈ Z
let Kt = Q(√α − t ), dt = disc Kt and χt = χKt . Since the conjugates of α must all be real, there is a
constant c1 (depending on the choice of α) so that if t > c1 then Kt is totally imaginary and quadratic
over F . Moreover, if f (x) ∈ Z[x] is the minimal polynomial for α over Q then gt(x) = f (x2 + t) is the
minimal polynomial of
√
α − t , and disc gt = (disc f )2(−4)m f (t).
The heart of the idea is to make the approximation (7) to L(s,χt) of Proposition 1 as large as
possible by forcing enough of the primes that split completely in F to split in Kt as well. Because the
splitting behavior of most primes p in Kt is determined by the factorization of gt mod p, we are able
to reduce the splitting criterion to a congruence condition on t mod p, and an additional congruence
on t is used to ensure that we get the correct Galois group.
Lemma 2. If an odd prime p ∈ Z splits completely in F and does not divide disc f , then there exists an inte-
ger ap so that for all t > c1 satisfying t ≡ ap (mod p2), p ramiﬁes in Kt .
Proof. Since p  disc f and p splits completely in F , f (x) must have m distinct roots mod p,
each of which lifts to a unique root of f (x) mod p2. But each root actually has p distinct lifts
to residue classes mod p2; we can therefore ﬁnd an integer ap so that f (ap) ≡ 0 (mod p) and
f (ap) ≡ 0 (mod p2). If t ≡ ap (mod p2) this implies that p divides disc gt exactly once. Since the
polynomial discriminant and ﬁeld discriminant differ by a square, we see that if t is so large that gt
is irreducible, then p must divide dt . That is, p ramiﬁes in Kt . 
Lemma 3. Let α1,α2, . . . ,αm denote the conjugates of α over Q. There are positive integers u and v so that
for all t satisfying t ≡ u (mod v), Q({√αi − t }mi=1) has degree 2m over Q({αi}mi=1).
Proof. Choose odd prime integers p1, p2, . . . , pm satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2 and let v =
p21p
2
2 · · · p2m . For each i, choose a prime pi of F̂ = Q({αi}mi=1) over pi . Since each pi splits completely
in F , it does so in F̂ , and hence if O denotes the ring of integers in F̂ we have Z/piZ ∼= O/pi . We
can therefore ﬁnd positive integers ai so that ai ≡ αi (mod pi) for all i. This means we must have
f (ai) ≡ 0 (mod pi) and, as above, we can arrange it so that f (ai) ≡ 0 (mod p2i ).
Let u be an integer that satisﬁes u ≡ ai (mod p2i ) for every i. If t ≡ u (mod v) we claim that for
each i, pi exactly divides the ideal (αi − t) in O but does not divide (α j − t) for j = i. This is enough
to prove the lemma, for it obviously implies that no subsequence of {αi − t}mi=1 can have a product
equal to a square in F̂ . It remains to prove the claim.
If t ≡ u (mod v) then t ≡ ai ≡ αi (mod pi) for each i so that pi divides (αi − t). Furthermore,
pi exactly divides f (t) and splits completely in F̂ , so that pi exactly divides ( f (t)) in O. Since f (t) is
(up to its sign) the product of the α j − t , it must be that pi exactly divides (αi − t), as claimed. 
Lemma 4. Let p ∈ Z be an odd prime that splits completely in F and does not divide disc f . There exists a
constant c2 (depending only on m) so that for each p > c2 there is an integer bp with the following property:
for all t > c1 satisfying t ≡ bp (mod p) one has χt(σp) = 2ψF (σp | F̂ )− 1, where σp is any Frobenius element
of p in G(K̂t/Q).
Proof. Since p  disc f , p is unramiﬁed in F , and therefore mp = ψF (σp | F̂ ) is the number of de-
gree 1 primes in F over p, which is in turn equal to the number of linear factors of f (x) mod p. Let
r1, r2, . . . , rmp denote the (distinct) roots of f (x) mod p. As in [6], one can use Weil’s bound to show
that there is a constant c2, which depends only on m, so that if p > c2 then there is an integer bp so
that ri − bp is a quadratic residue of p for all i. In this situation, t ≡ bp (mod p) implies that gt(x)
has exactly 2mp roots mod p and that p does not divide disc gt . If t > c1, so that gt(x) is irreducible
over Q, these conditions mean that there are exactly 2mp primes of Kt over p. Thus
χt(σp) = ψKt (σp) − 1= 2mp − 1= 2ψF (σp| F̂ ) − 1. 
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Lemma 4 and greater than every prime divisor of u. Given x > c let P denote the largest prime less
than x that splits completely in F and set
q = sP2
∏
cpx
p =P
p.
With aP and bp as in Lemmas 2 and 4, choose an integer t so that t ≡ bp (mod p) for all p = P
dividing q, t ≡ aP (mod P2) and t ≡ u (mod v). If x is suﬃciently large we can furthermore assume
that c1 < t  2q. It then follows that Kt ∈ KF (H,G), that P divides the discriminant dt of Kt , and that
χt(p) = 2ψF (σp | F̂ ) − 1 for each prime p = P with c  p  x.
Since L(s,χt) has conductor |dt | and we are assuming it is both entire and satisﬁes GRH, Proposi-
tion 1 gives
log L(1,χt) =
∑
p(log |dt |)1/2
χt(p)p
−1 + Om(1). (18)
Because disc gt is polynomial in t and is a multiple of dt we have
log |dt |  log t  logq  x (19)
so that (log |dt |)1/2  x for suﬃciently large x. The conclusion of the preceding paragraph then gives
log L(1,χt) =
∑
p(log |dt |)1/2
(
2ψF (σp| F̂ ) − 1
)
p−1 + Om(1). (20)
Summing over the conjugacy classes of G( F̂/Q) and applying the Cˇebotarev Density Theorem as in the
proof of Proposition 2, this yields L(1,χt) 	 (log log |dt |)(1+o(1)) . Because of the relationship between
the regulators of Kt and F , the class number formula (5) yields
h 	 |dt |
(
log log |dt |
)(1+o(1))
(21)
with the implied constant depending only on F . To conclude the proof we simply note that dt is
divisible by P , and that P tends to inﬁnity with x. 
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